opportunity that would lead to the construction of the largest
solid-wall HDPE outfall in North America. The line stretched
1.92 km (1.2 miles) long and was primarily constructed
with 2250 mm DR26 HDPE pipe. It featured several unique
and innovative concepts from design to installation.
High-performance HDPE pipe manufactured to European
ISO standards was the material of choice. ISCO Industries
supplied the 2250 mm pipe manufactured by Agru America
in 16-metre sticks. HDPE was selected based on its long-term
performance in the corrosive seawater environment, seismic
resiliency, and its ease of construction.

means, so crawler excavators, with the appropriate
modifications, proved to be extremely functional.
Starting from the base of Caterpillar’s 374F, they were
able to obtain a multi-purpose and exceptionally stable
machine, free of oscillation and capable of delivering
remarkable performance in both bucket digging and
hook lifting. When the works inside the water have
finished, the machines can be reconverted quickly and
go back to being 374F standard excavators, a unique
characteristic of these machines.
An assembly site was set up in Nanoose Bay, north of
Nanaimo, about 180 km by sea from the project site. A
weather-resistant enclosure was set up around the ISCO

MAX STREICHER Launches 100% Electrically
Driven HDD Rig

supplied fusion machine. Sections of pipe were trucked
to the site where experienced ISCO fusion technicians
were able to complete three fusions per day for a total
of more than 100 fused joints. This project was an
incredible demonstration of teamwork between multiple
entities resulting in a record-breaking installation. The
construction showcased what can be accomplished with
ISCO and HDPE pipe.

Laurini Meets Challenge to Adapt Three
Crawler Excavators
The year that just ended brought a new challenge to
Laurini, an impulse that once again led the company
to evolve and improve. They were awarded a special

The 80 ton drilling rig was developed by a team of

project on behalf of Saipem: adapting three 374F

specialists in cooperation with experienced drillers and

Caterpillar excavators for a demanding job in Saudi

offers a fully-featured and user-friendly mobile design

Arabia, to be used for transport and operations in

incorporating powerful thrust and spindle drive, an

seawater up to 4 m deep and with an incline of up to 8

integrated mud pump and drill pipe handling system

degrees. The client’s request indicated the need to dig

combined with a low emission electric drive technology.

a trench of several kilometres in the water, in order to

Due to full electrification it was possible to reduce noise

bury a methane pipeline coming from the open sea,

emission to a minimum. Moreover, many automatic

which would then continue its journey on the mainland.

features make the operation of the device easier and

The depth of the seabed in that stretch of sea would

guarantee the highest degree of safety. The new horizontal

not allow the use of dredgers on ships or other similar

drilling rig is highly efficient and is especially well suited
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to sensitive ecological and urban areas. After a successful
test run, this drilling rig is already on duty at a trenchless
power cable laying project in Emsland, Germany. In
addition to this drilling rig, further special machinery with
low emission electrical drive technology is currently in the
development phase. Just like the new drilling rig some of
these machines have already been tested successfully on
different construction sites.

Monti Group Expands with MontiPower Brasil
In February, Monti-Werkzeuge GmbH (Monti), the
innovator and manufacturer of unique surface
preparation technologies including the patented Bristle
Blaster, announced that its North American subsidiary,

ranging from 16’’ to 100” using steel grades up to X70 and

MontiPower Americas Inc., had entered into a joint venture

a 25.4 mm wall thickness. The company delivers its pipes

agreement with Tecnofink LTDA to market and sell Monti

mainly to Europe, UK, Latin America and Western Africa

products in Brazil.

for oil & gas and water pipelines.

Qapqa Group Acquires PWT Division of ITW
Welding
On 30 November, Qapqa Group, headquartered in
The Netherlands, acquired the PWT Division of ITW
Welding, strengthening its position in the pipeline
market and thus ensuring they are better able to serve
their clients’ needs. Qapqa Group has been the sole
distributor of PWT (Pipe Welding Technology) Italy
since November 2018. PWT is a well-known brand in
the pipeline industry, with its advanced automatic pipe
welding technology, bringing together high quality and
productivity. The Group will continue to work closely
Tecnofink is Monti’s long-time distributor in Brazil. The

with ITW Welding, and moving forward as always,

new venture – to be called MontiPower Brasil – will create

aims to improve on its high-end welding technology.

joint forces to market the entire range of Monti surface

Responsibility for R&D, design and manufacturing will

preparation products and services in Brazil under the

remain with the team in Italy.

Monti brand. Dirk Pohlmann will move from Tecnofink to
MontiPower Brasil to take up the role as General Manager
of the new venture. MontiPower Brasil will be located in

SICIM Strengthens Canadian Footprint

Macae, with regionally based sales engineers.

Sicim’s growth path in Canada is reinforced by the
acquisition of the Brewster Pipeline Project, one of the

Noksel España S.A. Manufactured More Than
20,000 Tons of Gas Pipes in 2020
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eight spreads part of the NGTL System Expansion.
Steel River Solutions and SICIM Canada have formed
Steel River SICIM Pipeline (SRSP), a company

During 2020 Noksel España manufactured more than

established with a shared vision of common values

20,000 tons of gas pipes for the Polish gas system. The

of a privately held indigenous business. With diverse

pipes were of L485M grade with diameters ranging from

expertise in the oil & gas and construction industries,

20” to 40” with wall thicknesses between 11 and 22.2 mm.

SRSP offers extensive knowledge and resources,

The pipes were coated with three layer polyethylene and

providing a unique solution to the Canadian market. The

lined with flow coat epoxy. Noksel España S.A. is a spiral

Brewster Pipeline Project runs in Clearwater County,

welded steel pipe manufacturer which has its integrated

approximately 35 km north-west of Rocky Mountain

production and coating facilities in Lorca, Spain with an

House, Alberta. It consists of 49 km of 48” (1219.2 mm)

annual production capacity of 150,000 tons of diameters

diameter pipeline. The project is located on 100% crown
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